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Welcome and introduction
� Who amongst you doesn’t speak Dutch? 
� Who amongst you is working with clients with mental 

and/or physical disabilities?
� Who amongst you has experience with the solution-

focused approach? 



Background
� Elise van der Giessen:

� Gemiva-SVG Groep, care for people with mental or 
physical disabilities 

� Orthopedagogue and healthcare psychologist 

� Hetty Verzaal:
� Ovidio, training company in the solution focused 

approach
� Orthopedagogue  and teacher at the VU University of 

Amsterdam and Postmaster Education (PDBO)



Statement: 
� Based upon our experiences in practice and supported 

by theory

� The solution-focused approach is primarily a 
respectful not knowing basic attitude. 

� Following the other and focusing on the perspective of 
the other are the most important and the most 
challenging elements.



Exercise 1: scaling question 
� Exercise in omitting our own judgements in 

interaction with others
� Sets of two: interviewer and contributor. 
� The interviewer will ask the contributor what it is he 

does to make sure he doesn’t let his own judgements 
play any part in the interaction with his colleagues or 
clients.

� The interviewer will ask the contributor to put himself 
on a scale from 0  to 10.

� 0 = I don’t succeed at all
� 10 = I succeed in having a ‘not knowing’ attitude 



The interviewer ask:
-How did you manage to come at this current position? 
-What worked well?
-What else helped?
-What would one step higher on the scale look like?
-How will you notice you ‘ve reached one step higher?
-What will you be able to do then?
-What is the first step you are going to make tomorrow?

In the group: what has this exercise brought to you?



We should avoid to talk about 
problems?
� What if the other wants to talk about his problems? 
� Solution forced versus solution focused 
� What is needed? 

� Co-construction
� Grounding



3 steps of grounding: 
1. The speaker presents new information
2. The addressee confirms that he or she has 

understood the speaker well (or not) by: 
-listening
-asking questions
-summarising what the speaker has said
-checking 
-acknowledging

3. The speaker confirms that the addressee has 
understood correctly (or not).



The effects of grounding
By grounding:
> The other feels heard and understood
> The other gets recognition for his point of view:

� What is important for the other?
� What problems he meets?
� How these are a problem for him?

>This opens pathways to think en talk about other 
perspectives 

>And eventually: what do you want instead of the problem? 



Problem talk versus Solution talk

Reiter & Chenail



Exercise 2: Grounding
Roles: contributor, coach, helping coach and observer. 

The contributor talks about a problem you have to deal with. You may 
poor your heart out or you may talk about possible solutions. 

The coach responds with grounding: 
active listening, to keep asking open questions, summarizing, checking, 
asking questions until there is mutual understanding and recognition for 
the perception of the other person. 

Keep in mind: acknowledgement for this perception is the key! 



The helping coach is there to support the coach and can give 
suggestions if necessary. The coach can also request a time-
out if he wants suggestions from the helping coach.

The observer keeps an eye out for what works and please 
write it down. For example by observing: 
-Which questions helps to establish grounding? 
-What moments does the contributor indicate he feels well 

understood?
-What does the coach do exactly that works?
-Which are moments the contributor indicates that he wants 

something else? 



Reflection: 
Discuss how this exercise might help you in your work

Contributor:
• How did you experience the role of the coach? How did he listen to you?
• What works for you during a conversation?
• How was it to get recognition for your problem?
• At what point you perceived to be ready to talk about what you want instead 

of the problem?

Coach:
• How did you try to ground?
• Which were the valuable elements during the conversation?

The  observer and helping coach add  their own observations



Grounding for all clients
Grounding is also for clients who cannot express 
themselves in language: with observations, through 
body language and observing: 

� What is bothering the client? 
� What exceptions we observe? 
� What does he likes? 
� What are his strengths? 
� Which of what we do really helps the client? 
� Can we do more of that? 



Grounding is for everyone
� We developed a model of the solution focused basic 

attitude which includes everybody; clients, regardless 
of the kind of disabilities, colleagues, relatives and 
teams. 

� Everybody wants to be heard and understood! 
� From there, opportunities arise to talk about dreams, 

wishes and ambitions or to show these in any way it is 
possible





Our book
It is all about the solution focused basic attitude and 
suitable for all facets of our work, this includes:
� the work floor
� communicating with clients
� conversations with clients
� supporting each other as colleagues
� leading colleagues
� team meetings 
� conversations with relatives
� the solution focused organization 



Thank you! 
Elise van der Giessen: elisevandergiessen@gmail.com

Hetty Verzaal: info@ovidio.nl
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